Labouring brains
.M...... y best friend
liIis due to
produce a
baby shortly. She is
booked into Guy's
Hospital. "Did I tell
you I saw the delivery
suite last week?" she
said in a scared
whisper, as though it
had chains on the
wall, and thumbscrews and a rack. I must say I've never
thought delivery suites were that shocking. I
have had first hand experience of three in the
course of my duties as wife and mother and
they strike me mainly as a bit featureless, and
short of comfortable places to sit. Rather like
station waiting rooms. It must be all those
announcements that remind me. "I can't give
you any more for the pain. You've had quite
enough already." "The 9.58 for Bradford
Interchange will be 20 minutes late due to a
_

staff shortage."
It is a well known fact that nature sees to it
that the pains of labour are quickly forgotten,
for otherwise no woman would ever want to

go through it again. Rather like watching
Fulham play, I suppose. But motherhood
also brings forgetfulness on a grander scale.
It is around six weeks before the birth that
the memory starts going, I find. I read in my
pregnancy manuals that there is a medical
term for it: maternal amnesia. My mother,
when I was two weeks old, left me in my
pram outside the Co-op and went home,
remaining there for some time before she
remembered she had started out accompanied. More sensitive souls than I am might
have taken it personally.
My friend, the one who is going to produce
a baby in three weeks, is another case in
point. It was when I went to tea with her last
Friday that she asked me, "Did I tell you I
saw the delivery suite yesterday?" I had to
reply, "Yes-four times."
On the other hand, maybe as nature's way
of compensating for their mothers' amnesia,
children have terrifying memories. My
mother was a very easy going, approving sort
of person when I was little. She put up with
huge amounts of fiendishness all round from
me and my sister and only ever smacked me
once, but I recall the incident in lavish detail;

the venue (bathroom), the reason (persistent
refusal to get in bath), the object of assault
(hairbrush). It was only a desperate tap
on the thigh, for Pete's sake, but I have
never forgotten it and have been known to
raise the subject at family gatherings even
recently.
There is a 15 year age gap between my
oldest son and my second, and in the intervening years I enjoyed a full time job as a
journalist on a national newspaper. When I
became pregnant with number two I was
determined that the consultant lucky enough
to have me on his books was going to treat me
as an intelligent, successful professional
woman with all my wits about me, not some
kind of walking incubator whose brains had
turned to Portland cement. Accordingly, I
used to bring The Times to my antenatal
appointments and do the crossword very
showily so that no one would be in any doubt.
He humoured me kindly, but of course he
wasn't fooled for a minute. I think it was the
way I asked him if I had told him my best
friend was going to be with me at the
delivery. "Yes," he replied. "Four times."JULIE WELCH, freelance journalist, London

Letter from Chicago: Nonsenserine
At times a well cut suit and an expensive
car seem to be the indispensable ingredients in a successful medical
practice. For how can a doctor impress his
patients if he wears a ragged suit and arrives
in a beaten up car? How likewise can three
dollars' worth of pills be as effective as the
neighbour's elixir that cost 10 times as
much?
Yet it is hard not to feel sorry for the
manufacturers of Nonsenserine. They spent
millions developing the drug, millions more
to pass the rigorous tests demanded for
approval by the Food and Drug Administration. Their patent half expired at approval,
they spent millions more on advertising.
They gave away callipers and note pads, sent
doctors to Florida, promoted single drug
issues in green journals, made videotapes and
slide shows, hired lecturers to give grand
rounds, had press conferences, and bought
television time, as well as sending mountains
of pizza to the residents at the hospital.
Now it must be said that Nonsenserine is
safe and effective or it would not have been
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. In its antibiotic form it spares only the
germs that can develop resistance with a
vengeance. Nonsenserine for asthma or
for sleeplessness are elegant variations,
deservedly popular. Antihypertensive Nonsenserine allows once daily monotherapy,
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sometimes has fewer side effects, and avoids
some biochemical aberrations of great
theoretical interest. Too bad that Nonsenserine costs 10, 20, or even 100 times
more than other drugs that have served the
public well.
Here indeed lies the capital difficulty.
Residents satiated with science and pizza
now use Nonsenserine as the first line drug
on millions of patients. General practitioners
use Nonsenserine because they have forgotten
the other names. For some professors Nonsenserine is their major research interest.
Some support their entire research effort
by grants from drug companies. Then few
doctors know the cost of what they are

prescribing.
But meanwhile the patient is doing fine
on Nonsenserine and nobody wants to
change a winning team. Only the hospital
finance officer, pondering over the hospital
budget, has developed alopecia from tearing
out his hair in utter despair. Recently he

has also had hallucinations, seeing light
at the end of the tunnel. He has heard that
the patent on Nonsenserine is about to
expire and he hopes to balance the budget
soon.
He is wrong. For slow release Nonsenserine

is waiting in the wings. It dissolves slowly,
acts gently, smoothly, avoiding the ghastly
pharmacodynamic peaks and troughs that

e
characterised the
dark ages of the
short acting pill.
Compliance will
improve. It even
costs a bit less than
three regular pillsbut still 20 times
more than a similar
once highly advertised drug that has
fallen into strange
'
oblivion. Why not at
least try the cheaper
drug first and switch
later if need be?
But this is not to be. At the hospitals the
pizzas keep on coming; the doctors would
rather prescribe cadillacs than beetles; the
administrator is too busy treating his alopecia
and hallucinations. But now there is heartburn in congress and a new law will enable
states to haggle with companies selling drugs
for welfare patients. The negotiations will be
tough. The industry will fight hard and then
agree to give a discount; congress will retreat
a bit and then declare a victory. The drug
makers will wail in despair; but they will
survive, and continue to sell mountains of
profitable long acting Nonsenserine.GEORGE DUNEA, attending physician, Cook
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